
What are your favorite qualities
about yourself?

DATE
MOOD

IDENTIFY YOUR GOALS

What goals are you currently trying
to achieve?

What are your favorite aspects of
your life?

What qualities do you love about
yourself but hide from the world

sometimes?

UNIVERSITY



GET INTO YOUR BODY
WITH SELF-CARE

If money were no object and you knew you could not fail, what

would you want your life look like? 

Be as specific and think as big as possible - what would your job be, what would

your work week would look like, how much money would you make, where would

you live, who you would have in your life, and any other details that come to mind.

What’s the first thing that comes to mind that’s holding you back?

UNIVERSITY



What it felt like to take time for
yourself?

DATE
MOOD

GET INTO YOUR BODY WITH SELF-CARE

Did you feel guilty for taking care
of yourself?

Was anyone glad you were taking
time for yourself?

Did anyone protest or get offended
about you taking time for yourself?

UNIVERSITY



WHAT DOES FEELING GOOD
FEEL LIKE?

What does feeling good feel like to you? 

Where is it in your body? What are words besides “good” that it feels like? Are

there colors or images that appear?

Name (3) people, (3) places and (3) things that feel good. 

Why do those people, places, and things that make you feel good?

UNIVERSITY



What did you do each day that
made you feel good? Did these

things come easy or was it hard
to give them to yourself?

DATE
MOOD

WHAT DOES FEELING GOOD FEEL LIKE?

What activities made you feel the
most you?

Where there any activities that you
didn’t have time for because you
were focusing on feeling good?

How did the feel good activities
differ from the self-care activities?

UNIVERSITY



PICKING THE RIGHT ENERGIES
TO BRING INTO YOUR LIFE

Make a list of 5-10 people in your life and describe how they

make you FEEL in your body. Be sure to include a few

coworkers or others you see on a daily basis (but wouldn't

necessarily think of first).

How you felt doing this exercise - what came up?

 Did anything surprise you? Did any of the words describing any of these people

match the words in your feel good exercise from Week 2?

What are you first thoughts when you run into them unexpectedly? Would you
bring them to a family reunion? After spending time with them do you wish you

could keep hanging out or do you feel drained?
 

It is just you reading this list, so don’t be afraid to tell the truth. Make sure not to

get caught up in how they make anyone else feel or if you think they’re a good

person - only talk specific adjectives about how they make you feel in your body -

when you’re with them, when you talk to them, when you think about them.

UNIVERSITY



When picking your protection
each morning how did it make

you feel?

MOOD

PICKING THE RIGHT ENERGIES TO BRING INTO YOUR LIFE

Did you think about your
protection moment throughout the

day?

How do you plan on selecting the
energies you welcome into your life

moving forward?

What kind of energies did you
interact with during the meditation?

UNIVERSITY



LETTING THAT SHIT GO

What came up when you were going through your stuff?

How did you feel at the beginning compared to the end of the

exercise?

Why were some of the items more difficult to let go of?

What other feelings came up?

UNIVERSITY



How did the knowing what feels
good and energy exercises
prepare you for this week?

DATE
MOOD

LETTING THAT SHIT GO

Did you notice yourself becoming
more aware of the things around

you?

How do you plan on preventing 
 clutter in your life moving

forward?

Do you plan on letting go of other
shit in your life?

UNIVERSITY



THERE’S ALWAYS MORE
SHIT TO LET GO OF

Write down the names of everyone you interacted with this

week and answer the following questions:

How did you feel knowing the interaction was coming? 

How did you feel after interacting with them?

Take a look at the list we made in Week 3 and be prepared to let

some shit go. 

Who can you choose to spend less time with that don’t make you feel good? Who

can you spend more time with that does make you feel good? Is anyone so toxic that

you should actually drop them completely? What boundaries or changes can you

make to surround yourself with people who make you feel inspired, empowered,

beautiful, appreciated?

UNIVERSITY



What tools will you utilize to
when letting go of negative

people in the future?

DATE
MOOD

THERE’S ALWAYS MORE SHIT TO LET GO OF

What are you most proud to have
accomplished during this weeks

activity? 

How do you plan on bringing more
positive people into your life

moving forward?

What surprised you when taking the
time to evaluate your interactions

when people?

UNIVERSITY



What exercises do you plan to
incorporate more into your life

moving forward? and how?

DATE
MOOD

YOU FUCKING DID IT!

What exercises were the most
difficult, but gave you a feeling of
success after completing them?

What qualities did you learn about
yourself and how do you plan to

explore them more?

What qualities do you love about
yourself and plan to show to the

world more?

UNIVERSITY


